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Abstract
We have used two different methods to find cellular automata (CA) that perform some simple computations: by specifically constructing them to do a certain task and by doing searches in CA rule space. For the first case (specific construction), we start by building a CA that computes some arithmetic or logic function in a serial way, that is, a particle first moves to read one of the inputs and then applies it to the other one. Even though the rule we find ends up with a lot of states, depending on the type of operation we want it to perform, and it is not simple anymore, we find some types of behavior that are then used to construct CA rules that perform the same tasks but in a parallel way, therefore requiring a fewer number of states and steps. The results obtained in the first method are then used as restrictions or assumptions for the second method (searches in a rule space) in order to narrow down the rule space to perform a more directed search. We show some results for arithmetic functions, bitwise logic operations and other simple computations.

Specific construction
The initial condition is encoded in the format: Input1-Particle-Input2, where both pieces of input (written in unary) are static while the particle(s) is moving around performing the computation. Specific construction is a step-by-step process where new states (or colors) are added as needed, the final goal being to halt after the calculation is complete. However, careful attention must be paid in order to avoid colors from intervening in tasks the particle is not designed to take part in.

In general, there are two approaches to performing a calculation. In serial constructions, a single particle carries out different tasks while changing its state. This makes the process slow, but easier to understand and program. In parallel constructions, the computation is carried out by more than one particle simultaneously, making the process faster, but harder to visualize and therefore to program. A comparison between these two approaches is shown in Figure 1.

Using these same two approaches, we have constructed CA rules that perform subtraction, division, multiplication (Figure 4) and exponentiation (see Figure 7 at the far right). Furthermore, we have explored similar constructions for bitwise logic operations (AND, OR, NOT and NAND, which is shown in Figure 3) as well as for other simple computations, such as bubble sorting (Figure 2).

As we move from addition to multiplication to exponentiation (to iteration, etc.), the difficulty in programming the CA rules increases. An alternative approach to directly programming the more complex arithmetic functions is to build them on simpler ones. For instance, a rule for multiplication can be directly constructed (see Figure 4) or it can be built as a series of embedded CA additions. Similarly, the exponentiation rule shown in Figure 7 is built as a series of multiplications, which themselves are constructed as embedded additions.

We have identified three types of basic behaviors in the arithmetic CA. Addition and subtraction rules are based on creating output and annihilating input. For example, in an addition operation, input at the right is annihilated while corresponding output is created next to the leftmost input. For higher arithmetic functions, a third type of behavior – memory – appears. This is due to the fact that in these types of calculations one input has to be used more than once before arriving at the result and some sort of tracking mechanism has to be used.

Further work
Work is currently being done on designing algorithms to search in very large CA rule spaces by different methods.

A different line of research is the study of substitution systems that perform simple computations, with some results already found. Figure 6 shows some examples of sets of transformation rules that perform simple computations with two kind of sequential substitution systems (SSS): rulewise SSS (RSWSS, changes the rule until a rule applies) and substringwise SSS (SWSS, changes the substring until a rule applies). These rules were found by performing exhaustive searches in small sets of all possible string transformation rules.
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